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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE (Bohemia, NY, June 30, 2005) 
 

Scientific Industries Announces The Launch Of Multi-MicroPlate Genie Mixer 
 
Scientific Industries Inc. (OTCBB-SCND), June 30, 2005 - Scientific Industries announced today expansion of the 
range of its MicroPlate Genie™ product line with the introduction of the Multi-MicroPlate Genie, a multiple-position 
microplate mixer. The Multi-MicroPlate Genie offers a small mixing orbit and variable mixing speeds for complete 
mixing in multiple microplates simultaneously. The Multi-MicroPlate Genie features an integrated timer allowing for 
hands-free operation and, with few exceptions, works with almost any type of microplate. Helena Santos, President 
and CEO of the Company commented that, “We are pleased that our expanded new product development and 
marketing initiatives are enabling us to add another new product to our growing product line.” 
 
The Multi-MicroPlate Genie may be used for a variety of applications in molecular biology and immunology 
laboratories, as well as any application that requires thorough and consistent mixing of multiple microplates at one 
time. 
 
 
 
 
 
About Scientific Industries 

Scientific Industries manufactures and markets laboratory equipment, including the world-renowned Vortex-Genie 
2 Mixer. Scientific Industries’ products are used by research laboratories, clinics, pharmaceutical manufacturers, 
medical device manufacturers, and other industries. 

 
“Statements made in this press release that relate to future events, performance or financial results of the Company are 
forward-looking statements which involve uncertainties that could cause actual events, performance or results to materially 
differ.  The Company undertakes no obligation to update any of these statements. Readers are cautioned not to place undue 
reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as to the date hereof.  Accordingly, any forward-looking 
statement should be read in conjunction with the additional information about risks and uncertainties set forth in the 
Company’s Securities and Exchange Commission reports, including our annual report on Form 10-KSB.” 
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